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Container terminals are cargo gateways in the global maritime supply chain
network. Major container terminals generally operate throughout the year, but
do not operate at night, when container vessels are not calling at ports, or when
there is no need to handle containers. Terminal congestion can delay containers’
shipping schedules, which impacts the supply chain network. To optimize global
logistics, it is therefore important to understand fully the daily operational status of
container terminals. A vessels’ automatic identification system data are not
sufficient to determine whether containers are being handled in container
terminals at night. Remote sensing, especially nighttime-light (NTL) imagery,
might solve this problem. Recently, high-resolution images for the CE-SAT-IIB
satellite with a pixel resolution of 5.1 m became available to observe NTL. This
study assessed the operational status of container terminals based on satellite
image taken at night. Eight terminals in the Port of Tokyo, Japan, were selected for
the study. A Sentinel-2A image recorded during the day on 7 April 2021, and a CE-
SAT-IIB image recorded during the night on 6 April 2021, were obtained. The
digital numbers (DNs) of each red-, green-, and blue-(RGB) band image were
analyzed, revealing that the red, green, and blue bands, in that order, had higher
DNs in the Sentinel-2A daytime image and the CE-SAT-IIB NTL image at all
terminals. One of the eight terminals had a low DN in the CE-SAT-IIB RGB image
because its lights were off at the time the image was taken. The operational status
of the terminals could be verified from the CE-SAT-IIB image by setting the DN
threshold to the green or red bands. We also found that the CE-SAT-IIB image
could distinguish white-light-emitting diode (LED) lamps from high-pressure
sodium lamps based on color differences in the DNs of the RGB bands. If
high-resolution NTL sensors were placed onboard microsatellites, a high-
frequency observation constellation network could be constructed using a
combination of NTL data and daytime images. This study showed the benefits
and usefulness of NTL images of ports; the results will contribute to the overall
optimization of the global maritime supply chain network.
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1 Introduction

Containers have reduced costs in logistics and led to advances in
the global maritime supply chain (Levinson, 2016). Containerized
cargo is transported through container terminals around the world,
with the terminals acting as cargo gateways through direct/
transhipment maritime services. Since the COVID-19 outbreak,
several major ports such as Los Angeles (United States), New
York (United States), and Felixstowe (United Kingdom) have
become congested (Huang et al., 2022), and global container
transportation has been disrupted. Notteboom (2006) reported
that terminal congestion was causing delays to container
shipping schedules, with terminal congestion at ports rippling
through the global supply chain network. In such cases, it would
make sense to divert containers to other nearby terminals or ports if
cargo owners could be informed in advance of the congestion status
of each terminal. Understanding the operational status of container
terminals would be beneficial to all parties involved in terms of
optimizing the global supply chain. Major container terminals are
generally in operation year-round, with container vessels calling at
the ports throughout the day and trailers collecting the containers
during daytime. Container terminals are not in operation when
there are no container vessels calling at the port or when there is no
need for marshalling works at night. Port capacity is limited by quay
depths and lengths, the size of gantry cranes, shipping alliances, and
other factors. However, if it is possible to identify container
terminals that do not operate at nighttime, and their operational
trends, there is the potential to optimize the global supply chain
network by identifying congested ports and encouraging the use of
suitable nearby ports. One way to verify this information is to survey
every container terminal operator in the world periodically, but this
is not practical because many terminal operators are in operation
worldwide and their operating situations change daily. A vessels’
automatic identification system (AIS) data, which provide
positioning data (latitude and longitude) in real time, are not
sufficient to confirm whether container terminals are operating.

The most commonly applied methods in port and terminal
logistics research are analytical methods (such as mathematical
programming and game theory), heuristic or meta-heuristic
methods, simulation methods, and multi-agent approaches (Chen
et al., 2013; Song, 2021). While these approaches are theoretically
feasible, container terminals do not operate ideally due to various
factors. Without accurate knowledge of the current situation, proper
analysis and planning are not possible, even though sophisticated
traffic simulation and modeling methods have been developed
(Shibasaki et al., 2020; Kanamoto et al., 2021; Kawasaki et al.,
2022). There is also a growing need to manage ports not only
from a logistics perspective but also from an environmental
perspective, to achieve the goals of the Paris Agreement (United
Nations, 2015; Davarzani et al., 2016; Jeong et al., 2022). Therefore,
to support decision-making, it is essential to develop methods to
collect, monitor, and share information regarding container
terminals’ daily status among stakeholders.

Remote sensing could be a useful tool in port management.
Satellite remote sensing is effective for daily monitoring because
information can be obtained periodically. Planet Labs (San
Francisco, CA, United States) forms a constellation that can
observe the same point daily with 3.0 or 3.7 m high-resolution

imagery. Several studies have been conducted using Planet Labs’
images of ports in recent years. Štepec et al. (2019) used Planet Labs’
imagery and AIS data to detect ships without the need for human-
labeled data in the Ports of Oakland and Long Beach (United States).
Ping et al. (2021) used Planet Labs’ daily imagery to detect vessels
and predict the port-operating conditions in the Port of Shanghai
(China). There are few satellites that can observe nighttime-light
(NTL), and no satellite constellation can currently perform this
function. The satellites observing NTL in panchromatic wavelengths
are as follows: the Operation Linescan System on the Defence
Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP/OLS), which has 3000-
m spatial resolution (launched in 1992); the Visible Infrared
Imaging Radiometer Suite (VIIRS) onboard the Suomi National
Polar-Orbiting Partnership (Suomi NPP), which has 740-m spatial
resolution (launched in October 2011); and Luojia 1-01 (Wuhan
University, China), which has 130-m spatial resolution (launched in
January 2017) (Wang et al., 2020). The following satellites observe
NTL in multispectral wavelengths: JL1-3B (Chang Guang Satellite
Technology Co., Ltd., Changchun, China), which has 0.92-m high-
resolution imagery (launched on 9 January 2017 and started
commercial operation on 1 April 2017) (Zheng et al., 2018); and
CE-SAT-IIB (Canon Electronics Inc., Saitama, Japan), which has
5.1-m high-resolution (launched on 29 October 2020) (Canon
Electronics Inc., 2020). Sales of CE-SAT-IIB images by the
Remote Sensing Technology Center of Japan began on 5 July
2022 (Remote Sensing Technology Center of Japan, 2022).
Currently, there are only a few NTL observation satellites, but
when the benefits and usefulness become clear, microsatellites
could be launched to construct an NTL constellation network.

In previous studies applied NTL image in port, Polinov et al.
(2022) used Suomi NPP data to study the NTL emitted by ships in
ports’ anchorage areas and reported that NTL data has high
correspondence with various shipping indicators such as
container port throughput, and maximum cargo carried by ships.
Liu et al. (2019) used DMSP/OLS data and confirmed the correlation
between NTL image data and the cargo handling capacity of ports in
China. Jiang et al. (2018) used Luojia 1-01 imagery to investigate
artificial light pollution including ports. These studies used low-
resolution NTL imagery. However, no study has used NTL images to
determine the operational status of container terminals.
Additionally, this study is the first applied research used CE-
SAT-IIB images until today. In this study, we investigated
whether the operational status of container terminals at night can
be elucidated using CE-SAT-IIB imagery based on lights. We also
applied Sentinel-2A imagery, which is widely used in remote sensing
and has many images available, to compare differences between
daytime and NTL images.

2 Study site and methods

2.1 Study site

The study site was the Port of Tokyo, Japan (Figure 1A). This
port handles the highest number of containers in Japan’s port
industry, with 4.86 million twenty-foot-equivalent units (TEUs)
recorded in 2021 (Bureau of Port and Harbor, Tokyo
Metropolitan Government), although it has a congestion problem
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with semi-trailers draying containers in the port area. A survey
during 2–23 December 2022 found that the average waiting time for
trailers ranged from 30 min to 2 h 47 min, depending on the
container terminal and the type of work, i.e., export/import and
loading/unloading containers (Tokyo Trucking Association, 2023).
Attempts have been made to disperse trailers, which tend to be
concentrated at certain times of the day, by requiring reservations in
advance to reduce waiting times at the container terminal gate and
ensure efficient handling in the terminal based on prior information
(Tokyo Metropolitan Government, 2023).

2.2 Materials and methods

2.2.1 Satellite images
A Sentinel-2A image taken during the daytime at 10:26 (Japan

Standard Time: JST) on 7 April 2021, and a CE-SAT-IIB image
taken during the night at 21:03 (JST) on 6 April 2021 were used to
compare differences between daytime and NTL images. The pixel
resolution was 10 m in the Sentinel-2A RGB bands, and 5.1 m in the
CE-SAT-IIB RGB bands. The CE-SAT-IIB is a 35-kg microsatellite
that is capable of capturing NTL color images of the moonlit Earth
surface and city lights using a 20-cm Cassegrain telescope with an
ultra-high sensitivity camera. Exposure is controllable through
shutter speed, complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor
(CMOS) gain, and neutral-density (ND) filters. By maximizing
the gain and detaching all the ND filters, the ISO sensitivity is

equivalent to approximately 4 million. Focus can be adjusted by a
stepper motor on the detector, and the observable area is
approximately 3.5 × 2.3 km on the ground. This ultra-high-
sensitivity camera can observe wavelengths between 400 and
700 nm with a red, green, and blue (RGB) Bayer pattern
(Matsuzawa et al., 2021). The altitude of CE-SAT-IIB was
approximately 517 km and the off-nadir angle was 32.9° obtained
in this study. The CE-SAT-IIB data were composed of RGB bands
and georeferenced toWGS 84/UTM zone 54N by Canon Electronics
Inc. before the image was provided. The area of the image is shown
in Figure 1B. In usually, the edge part of CE-SAT-IIB images are
trimmed before provided because data quality cannot be guaranteed.
In this study, we ordered to include these part to analyze more
container terminals and the image was provided specially.

2.2.2 Analysis methods
A flowchart of the data procedure is shown in Figure 2. We first

created eight polygons (T1–T8) of container terminals (the red
polygons shown in Figure 1B) based on a Google Earth Pro
(Google, United States) image taken on 9 March 2022, by visual
interpretation referencing the website of the Tokyo Port Terminal
Co., Ltd. Then, we offset the polygons by 10 and 5.1 m in the
Sentinel-2A and CE-SAT-IIB images, respectively, to avoid pixel
overlap between adjacent container terminals in the analysis. We
then created points of all pixels by terminal and transcribed the
digital numbers (DNs) of the RGB bands into a point shapefile. The
DNs were 14-bit for the CE-SAT-IIB image (Remote Sensing

FIGURE 1
Map of the study site in the Port of Tokyo, Japan (A). Red polygons show the container terminals T1–T8 selected for analysis in this study, and yellow
polygon show the area of CE-SAT-IIB image (B). The background image is an RGB image from Sentinel-2A on 7 April 2021.
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Technology Center of Japan) and a data range of 0–4,000 for the
Sentinel-2A image (Sinergise). In the third step, we made a boxplot
of the RGB bands by terminal to find the optimal band and
threshold to discriminate between operating and non-operating
container terminals. Finally, we classified the point shapefile by
setting a threshold. We used the software QGIS version 3.28.2
(QGIS Development Team) and R version 4.22 (R Development
Core Team, 2019) with the ggplot2 package (Wickham, 2016) for
analysis.

2.2.3 Ground truth data
According to the AIS data derived from Seasearcher (Lloyd’s

List Intelligence, United Kingdom), container vessels were calling
at terminals T3, T6, and T8 when the CE-SAT-IIB image was
recorded. Moreover, in T1, a container vessel left at 19:31 (JST)
on 6 April 2021, 1 h and 32 min before the CE-SAT-IIB image
was taken, and the next container vessel entered the terminal at
07:26 (JST) on 7 April 2021. In T2, AIS data from 20 min prior to
the CE-SAT-IIB image observation indicated that the container
vessel was sailing toward the terminal, but it was not confirmed
whether the vessel was at the terminal when the CE-SAT-IIB
image was taken. The next AIS data was recorded at 22:14 (JST)
on 6 April 2021, approximately 1 h after the CE-SAT-IIB image
observation and the container vessel was called at the terminal at
that time. In T4, there was no container vessel when CE-SAT-IIB
image observation. The next container vessel arrive until 22:33
(JST) on 6 April 2021, 1 h and 30 min later than the CE-SAT-IIB
image observation. In T5, there was no container vessel when CE-
SAT-IIB image observation. This terminal was used as a
temporary container yard between April and September

2021 in preparation for the Tokyo 2020 Olympic Games and,
due to less traffic congestion, it was not used as a container
terminal at that time (Bureau of Port and Harbor, Tokyo
Metropolitan Government). In T7, the next container vessel
did not dock until 16:35 (JST) on 7 April 2021, the following
day. We asked the operational status of container terminal to the
terminal operator and confirmed that the lights were off in
T1 when the CE-SAT-IIB image was observed. For these
reasons, we determined that the lights were on in terminals
T3, T6, and T8, but were off in T1 as ground truth data.

3 Results

3.1 The DN results of the RGB bands in the
container terminals

A DN boxplot of the Sentinel-2A image is shown in Figure 3A. The
median DN ranges for T1–T8 were 1,026–1,282, 1,152–1,372, and
1,318–1,694 in the blue, green, and red bands, respectively. At all
container terminals, the DN ranges of the RGB bands overlapped and
the median DNs were higher in the red, green, and blue bands, in that
order.

A DN boxplot of the CE-SAT-IIB image is shown in
Figure 3B. At all container terminals, the median DNs were
higher in the red, green, and blue bands, in that order. The
median DNs of T1 were 1,954, 2,917, and 5,073 in the blue,
green, and red bands, respectively. The median DN ranges of
T3, T6, and T8 were 3,588–9,891, 9,397–13,261, and
14,651–15,891 in the blue, green, and red bands, respectively.

FIGURE 2
Flowchart of the data-analysis procedure for the Sentinel-2A and CE-SAT-IIB image.
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The median DN ranges of the other four terminals were
2,904–8,269, 7,751–11,970, and 13,609–16,376 in the blue,
green, and red bands, respectively. Comparing the first-
quartile (Q1) and third-quartile (Q3) ranges in the boxplot
(Figure 3B), the blue bands had overlaps between the container
terminals. In contrast, the green and red bands did not overlap
in T1 or T2–T8. Therefore, setting a threshold to green and red
bands could determine whether the container terminal lights
were on or off. The results of green- and red-band for each of the
5 percentiles between 10th and 90th percentile for T1, T3, T6,
and T8 which were determined as ground truth data are shown
in Table 1.

3.2 Classification of the CE-SAT-IIB image
based on threshold values

Based on the results provided in the previous section, we set the
green band threshold to 3,947 and the red band threshold to 7,167.
These thresholds were set since there were 80th percentile values of
T1. These threshold values were also lower than the 10th percentile
values of T3, T6, and T8. In other words, the 80th percentile value
of the green- or red-band of non-operating container terminal can
be set as a threshold value, and when 90% or more of the pixels is
above this threshold value, the container terminal can be identified
as operating. Applying this definition to T2, T4, T5, and T7, all
container terminals were identified as operating. Results of setting
the 80th percentile value of T1 as threshold to the green- and red-
band (Figure 4), most part of the terminals classified as yellow
(above the threshold) while some parts classified as black
(below the threshold) in T2–T8.

4 Discussion

4.1 Differences in DNs between RGB bands
at container terminals in daytime images

During the daytime, container terminals operate regardless of
whether container vessels are in port. Therefore, there is little need to
examine the operational status based on daytime satellite images, but
we analyzed the Sentinel-2A satellite image to compare it with the
nighttime image. The trends in the DN results of the RGB bands did
not differ significantly, but there were some differences. This is
thought to be caused by the different color of the ground surface,
including the containers. Based on the Google Earth Pro image taken
on 19 April 2021, container colors of the blue, green, red, and white
were found (Figure 5A). Daytime satellite imagery may be useable
for monitoring daily changes in container terminals, but it seems
difficult to determine the operational status of container terminals
based on the DN of RGB bands.

4.2 The optimal threshold to identify the
operational status of container terminals

We set the 80th percentile DN value to green- and red-band in
this study. The threshold does not have to be limited to the 80th
percentile value but can be set with some range. This depends on the
definition of the percentage of container terminals to determine in
operating or non-operating. It is considered that the threshold value
should be as high as possible, but the median, 75th percentile, or
other values are also possible. On the other hand, a method to set the
threshold based on the container terminals in operation should be

FIGURE 3
Boxplots showing the DN results for the RGB bands of container terminals T1–T8 (same as shown in Figure 1) in the Port of Tokyo. Analysis of a
Sentinel-2A daytime image from 7 April 2021 (A), and analysis of a CE-SAT-IIB nighttime image from 6 April 2021 (B).
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also considered. In this case, the lowest 10th percentile values among
T3, T6, and T8 were 4,691 and 8,692 for green and red bands,
respectively. This values were above the 90th percentile value of T1.
This means more than 90% of the area can be classified as black, and
the container terminal can identify as non-operating.

The CE-SAT-IIB image is 14-bit data, that record DNs from
0 to 16,384. Assuming NTL sensors with different quantization
bits will be developed in the future, we propose to set the
threshold value to one-quarter (DN is 4,096 in this study) for
the green band and one-half (DN is 8,192 in this study) for the
red band as an indicator. With these thresholds, more than the
80% of the green band and more than the 85% of the red-band
pixels would be below these threshold values in T1 which
terminal was non-operating in this study.

4.3 Consideration of the operational status
of container terminals with AIS data

In T1, a container vessel left 1 h and 32 min before the CE-SAT-
IIB image was taken and the next container vessel entered the
terminal at next day morning. It was probably not in operation
because the marshalling work related to the previous container
vessel did not proceed at night and there was sufficient time to
complete the work before the arrival of the next container vessel.

Container vessels were calling at T3, T6, and T8 that confirmed
by the AIS data, and container terminals were classified as operating

as shown in Figure 4. The AIS data could not identify whether or not
a container vessel was calling at T2. Further research of NTL satellite
images is needed to determine whether the container vessel called at
the port. When containers are being handling between container
vessel and container terminal, the lights of gantry crane and
container vessel might be detected. It would be possible to
ascertain this by investigating DNs of RGB bands of the
container vessels and gantry cranes. In T4, the container vessel
arrived 1 h and 30 min later than the CE-SAT-IIB image
observation. Therefore, it is assumed that the lights were on in
T4 in preparation for the next container vessel. In T7, the lights were
on, indicating that some work was being conducted at the container
terminal at nighttime. However, the next container vessel did not
dock until next day evening. This implies that the terminals are
sometimes in operation at nighttime, even when no container vessel
calls, or the lights could be incidental to the adjacent
T8 operational work.

4.4 The NTL intensity inside the container
terminals and its sources

Some parts of the container terminals were classified as black in
Figure 4, meaning that the DN values in the green and red bands
were under the thresholds. To understand the sources of NTL, the
locations of the light poles in T1–T8 were mapped based on Google
Earth Pro images and with reference to the website of the Tokyo Port

TABLE 1 The 10–90th percentile DN results of green- and red-band in T1, T3, T6, and T8.

Green band Red band

Percentile T1 T3 T6 T8 T1 T3 T6 T8

90th 4,662 16,188 16,236 15,537 8,530 16,384 16,384 15,757

85th 4,230 15,620 15,964 15,482 7,748 16,383 16,383 15,718

80th 3,947 14,875 15,534 15,423 7,167 16,383 16,383 15,684

75th 3,733 14,022 15,032 15,315 6,758 16,383 16,383 15,650

70th 3,549 13,136 14,422 15,141 6,369 16,382 16,383 15,613

65th 3,388 12,252 13,641 14,869 5,993 16,275 16,375 15,545

60th 3,226 11,271 12,783 14,508 5,671 15,968 16,317 15,389

55th 3,072 10,303 12,067 13,996 5,386 15,447 16,154 15,126

50th 2,917 9,397 11,298 13,261 5,073 14,823 15,891 14,651

45th 2,774 8,607 10,584 12,531 4,766 14,085 15,580 14,097

40th 2,619 7,852 9,930 11,581 4,475 13,276 15,176 13,387

35th 2,465 7,224 9,362 10,605 4,133 12,522 14,746 12,553

30th 2,306 6,630 8,675 9,838 3,805 11,856 14,269 11,782

25th 2,150 6,104 7,970 9,062 3,436 11,097 13,585 11,075

20th 1,966 5,627 7,218 8,270 2,992 10,355 12,695 10,283

15th 1,738 5,175 6,415 7,617 2,494 9,594 11,638 9,543

10th 1,459 4,691 5,643 6,920 1,916 8,766 10,371 8,692
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Terminal Co., Ltd. (Figure 5). Even in the absence of light poles, light
sources were detected. The NTL near the quay was presumably due
to the lighting of gantry cranes and/or container vessels, and the
NTL inside the container terminal was presumably due to the
lighting on transfer cranes or container trailers. There were total
42 light poles, located mainly at the periphery of the container
terminals, and the area near the center of the container terminal was
considered to have a lower light intensity than areas near the light

poles. The lights in T1 were off, and therefore little NTL was
detected. Comparing the RGB bands in Figure 5, the red band
reached farthest, followed by the green band, while the blue band
illuminated the periphery of the actual light source (Figures 5C–E).
It is therefore possible to use green- and red-band images to
determine the operational status of a container terminal, and the
blue-band image can be used for conducting research on container-
handling equipment based on NTL imagery.

FIGURE 4
Images showing the classification results of CE-SAT-IIB DNs above the threshold in yellow and below the threshold in black at container terminals
T1–T8. The threshold values were 3,947 for the green band (A), and 7,167 for the red band (B). The background image was a monochrome image from
Sentinel-2A on 7 April 2021.
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Jiang et al. (2018) used Luojia 1-01 NTL imagery of ports, with a
resolution of 130 m, and found that artificial lights tended to be
brighter near the quay than behind the container yard. According to
our analysis of the image used in that study, this trend was evident in
the Port of Ningbo-Zhoushan (China) and the Yangshan Deep-
Water Port (China), whereas it was not evident in the Port of Busan
(Korea). In the present study, there was no tendency for the NTL
near the quay to be brighter than in the container yard. The spatial
distribution of NTL may vary from terminal to terminal, depending
on the presence or absence of container vessels at a specific time.
Additionally, at 130-m spatial resolution, it might be difficult to
determine container terminal operation. Hence, high-resolution
NTL imagery such as the 5.1-m pixel resolution of CE-SAT-IIB

is advantageous for the identification of container terminal
operations.

4.5 Differences in DNs between the RGB
bands at container terminals in an NTL
image

The ranges between Q1 and Q3 of the red band in T4 and T6 as
shown in Figure 3B were differ from the other terminals. One
possible reason for this could be the use of lighting lamps with
strong red wavelengths. It may possible effecting that T6 has more
light poles inside the terminal than other container terminals.

FIGURE 5
Images of the Port of Tokyo container terminals. Google Earth image on 19 April 2021 (A), CE-SAT-IIB composited RGB image (B), images of blue
band (C), green band (D), and red band (E). Red points are the locations of light poles.
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As shown in Figure 3B, the DNs of T7 and T8 in the NTL image
had significantly higher median values for the blue band compared
to the other container terminals. The median DNs in the blue-band
range were between 2,904 and 4,111 for T2–T6, and 8,269 and
9,891 for T7–T8. To reveal the reason for this, we conducted a ship-
based field survey and took photographs with a camera (EOS Kiss
X3, Canon) on 18 March 2023. We found differences in the
illumination colors: T1–T6 were yellowish-white and T7–T8 were
white (some parts are shown in Figure 6). This may have been due to
the use of light-emitting diodes (LEDs) in T7–T8. Cheng et al.
(2020) used a JL1-3B NTL image and reported the classification of
the types of streetlights as high-pressure sodium lamps or LED
lamps based on multispectral characteristics. The spatial resolution
of JL1-3B was higher than that of CE-SAT-IIB and it was able to
extract streetlights one by one. The CE-SAT-IIB image could not
extract lights one by one at this study site. However, it was possible
to detect a variety of light sources in container terminals such as
lighting from container trailers, transfer cranes, gantry cranes, and
container vessels.

According to our interviews with officials of the Tokyo Port
Terminal Co., Ltd., in recent years, high-intensity LED lamps have
become available and, because they are more economical than high-
pressure sodium lamps, light poles fitted with white LEDs as the light
source have been erected in T7 (2017) and T8 (2020). Currently,
T1–T3 and T6 use high-pressure sodium lamps, while T4–T5 use
high-pressure sodium lamps with some natural white LED lamps.
The DN range of the blue band in T4–T5 was not as different as in
the T2–T3 range, and the median DN was clearly lower than
T7–T8’s white-LED lights. It was not possible to distinguish the
types of lamps, such as high-pressure sodium or LED lamps, from
the CE-SAT-IIB image, but it was possible to distinguish differences
in the color of illumination. If the installed lamps were limited to
white-LED or high-pressure sodium lamps, it might be possible to
identify them based on the significantly higher median DN of the
blue band. This suggests that the NTL in multispectral wavelengths

provide more information than in the NTL in panchromatic
wavelengths.

5 Conclusion

This study proved that is possible to determine the operational
status of container terminals at night by setting DN threshold values
for the green and red bands of a nighttime CE-SAT-IIB image. This
was a useful feature of the NTL image, while there was no obvious
difference in the DN ranges of the RGB bands in the daytime
Sentinel-2A image. Identification of container terminals not in
operation at night based on satellite imagery will provide useful
information that enables container vessels to schedule to call at port
which has available operational capacity. The AIS data are not
sufficient to confirm the operational status of container
terminals. Although only one image was analyzed in this study,
more studies are likely in the future (e.g., a time-series analysis and
studies in other ports). Furthermore, combinations with other data,
such as the actual terminal status based on terminal-operator
information and AIS data, will enable trends in the operational
status of container terminals around the world at night to be
determined.

When a microsatellite constellation of NTL images is
established in the future, it will become possible to regularly
observe the operational status of ports around the world. These
observations could be used to support decision making in the
maritime supply chain network by selecting terminals that are
relatively free from congestion. It might also be useful to study the
operation of container-handling equipment such as gantry cranes
and transfer cranes in container terminals at night using blue-band
images and, simultaneously, to study differences in the
illumination colors of lamps over a wide area. It would be
desirable to devise a formula for converting data from DNs to
radiance, as is possible in daytime optical remote-sensing images.

FIGURE 6
Nighttime photographs of the Port of Tokyo container terminals at T1 (A), and T7–T8 (B) taken on 18 March 2023.
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This would allow comparisons between several different sensors
and could lead to the calculation of a uniform threshold value to
classify the operational status of container terminals. We expect
this study will ultimately lead to the construction of an NTL
satellite constellation and contribute to optimization of the
global supply chain network.
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